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Chapter 1
 

Introduction 
on Philosophy as a Way of Life 

1.1. Philosophy Ancient, Modern, and Contemporary 

Philosophy is a subject of study. in this, it is just like physics, mathematics, French 
language and literature, anthropology, economics, and all the other established 
specialties in contemporary higher education. Undergraduate institutions every-
where have departments of philosophy offering degrees in the subject. These de-
partments are staffed with lecturers and professors with advanced degrees certi-
fying their preparation as teachers and as professional philosophers—as people 
who pursue research in the field and write articles and books of philosophy and 
on philosophy, just as physics lecturers do physics and write on physics, or an-
thropologists do and write on anthropology. in fact, this book is just such a book 
of philosophy, written by a professional philosopher and teacher of philosophy. 

But, even as a subject of study, philosophy is different from all these others. 
one indication of this is the fact—often a cause of frustration, even irritation, in 
professional philosophers when confronted by it—that in the popular imagina-
tion, and even among many beginning students, a philosopher is often conceived 
simply as someone who has a wide and deep experience of human life and insight 
into its problems. on this view, a philosopher is supposed to be a wise person, 
full of good advice on what to value in life most and what is worth valuing less, 
on how to deal with adversity and how to develop and sustain a balanced and 
harmonious, properly human, outlook on life, one’s own and others’. So profes-
sional philosophers are often vaguely thought of—until closer acquaintance dis-
sipates this idea—as especially wise people, with deep knowledge of human life 
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and its problems. Moreover, the connection of philosophy to wisdom about 
human life is also reflected in the prevalence nowadays of the idea of a “philoso-
phy of life,” and in the attribution of a “philosophy” to pretty much anyone who 
seems to have some consistent set of ideas about what to value and strive for in 
life, and can at least claim they are guiding their own choices and courses of ac-
tion with them. But people speak of their own “philosophy of life” with no 
thought of professional philosophy, or of philosophy as a subject of study, as any 
sort of source or foundation for it. on the contrary, a “philosophy of life” is felt 
to be such a personal thing that its status as a philosophy might seem degraded if 
it were subject to validation by—let alone if it resulted from—rigorous study 
within an intellectual discipline having its own principles and its standards of 
evidence and argument. your personal commitment and your resulting strength 
in leading your life are proof enough, or so people seem to feel. 

even so, there are ties linking these popular ideas about philosophy to the 
subject of study that is pursued and taught in philosophy departments by profes-
sional philosophers. indeed, i believe that these ideas reflect something deeply 
ingrained in philosophy from early on in its origins (for us in the european intel-
lectual tradition) in ancient Greece, even if this may not be prominent in 
contemporary philosophy today. in antiquity, beginning with Socrates, as i will 
argue in this book, philosophy was widely pursued as not just the best guide to 
life but as both the intellectual basis and the motivating force for the best human 
life: in the motto of the U.S. undergraduate honor society Phi Beta Kappa (even 
if ΦΒΚ never understood it in quite the ways the ancient philosophers did), for 
these philosophers, philosophy is itself the best steersman or pilot of a life (βίου 
κυβερνήτης). over most of the one thousand years of philosophy in ancient 
Greece and rome, philosophy was assiduously studied in every generation by 
many ancient philosophers and their students as the best way to become good 
people and to live good human lives. That history has left its mark in these popu-
lar ideas. 

indeed, one aspect of ancient philosophy as a way of life has survived intact in 
philosophy nowadays: the prominence among philosophy’s varied subfields of 
ethics or moral philosophy. When Socrates introduced this ancient ambition for 
philosophy, he notoriously did so by shifting his focus away from the study of the 
world of nature in general to specifically that of human nature and human life. 
He established ethics or moral philosophy as one part of the subject (for him, in 
fact, his sole interest). As it has been practiced since the renaissance—and 
things were not so very different for philosophy in ancient Greece and rome— 
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philosophy is traditionally conceived as composed of three branches, namely, 
metaphysical philosophy, natural philosophy, and moral philosophy.1 it is true 
that these traditional terms, especially “natural philosophy,” are somewhat out of 
fashion nowadays. Philosophers today speak of philosophy of science instead.2 

in fact, it is not uncommon to hear a different threesome mentioned, namely, 
metaphysics, epistemology, and ethics. other established specialties not easily 
brought under any of these principal headings are recognized, too (logic, phi-
losophy of language, philosophy of art, and so on). in ancient philosophy, from 
the time of the Stoics and epicureans, the standard threesome διαλεκτική, φυσική, 
ἠθική prevailed—that is, dialectic (which included logic, philosophy of lan-
guage, and epistemology), philosophy of nature (“physics”), and ethics. What 
stands out in all these divisions of the subject—the ancient, as well as the tradi-
tional modern and the contemporary ones—is the enduring presence of ethics, 
or moral philosophy as it is also called, as one of the three principal components 
of philosophy. 

in the ancient scheme “ethics” or ἠθική meant the philosophical study of 
human moral character, good and bad, and of the determinative function in 
structuring a person’s life that their character was assumed to have—character 
being their particular, psychologically fixed and effective, outlook on human life, 
and on the differing weight and worth in a life of the enormously varied sorts of 
valuable things that the natural and the human worlds make available to us. in 
fact, the alternative term “moral philosophy” itself has its origin in cicero’s deci-
sion (in the first century Bce) to render the Greek ἠθική with his own coinage, 
moralis, meaning in Latin essentially the same thing: the philosophical study of 
moral character.3 contemporary moral philosophy or ethics is different, as a re-
sult of the long development of human cultures since antiquity, and correspond-
ingly of changed bases for philosophical reflections upon our human circum-
stances, and as a result of changed conceptions internal to philosophy itself as to 
what philosophy can, and cannot, reasonably hope to accomplish. The ancient 
philosophers all agreed in assuming, as i have implied, the centrality of moral 
character (good or bad) to the conduct of individual human lives; ancient litera-
ture (history, drama, poetry) and many cultural practices, both in Greece and 

1See Random House Dictionary, s.v. “philosophy.” 
2in early modern philosophy “natural philosophy” denoted natural science (including astronomy and 

physics); the field of philosophy of science is a recent creation. 
3See cicero, On Fate i 1. As cicero says there, the customary translation into Latin of the Greek word 

for character, ἦθος, was (in the plural) mores; all he had to do was form an adjective from this noun, in 
parallel to the corresponding well-established Greek adjective. 
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later in rome, supported them in this. People of outstandingly good character 
were held up as models, both in literature and in life, or, more commonly, those 
of bad or flawed character were the focus of fascinated attention, in both daily 
life and high-cultural contexts. 

Among the other changes that modernity has wrought in our ways of think-
ing, the focus in moral philosophy or ethics has shifted—away from good and 
bad character and toward morally right and wrong action. current ethical theo-
ries do indeed include something called “virtue ethics,” indebted to the ancient 
writings in the central role assigned within it to moral character. But more prom-
inent, indeed dominant, in the field are other familiar theories, in particular 
those of two types. First, there is utilitarianism, or in general what are called 
consequentialist theories of ethics, in which moral requirements are related to 
and justified in terms of their supposedly good consequences for self and others. 
Second, we find theories indebted to Kant’s ideas about a supposed “categorical” 
imperative as establishing the priority of “moral reasons” (ones deriving from 
other people’s needs and interests, together with one’s own, and others’, human 
powers and status as rational agents) over concerns (otherwise legitimate, of 
course) for one’s own pleasure or material advantage, or simply over one’s par-
ticular desires—likes and dislikes—or special relationships one may stand in of 
love or family, and the like. 

Again, some theories give special prominence to individuals’ “intuitions” 
about what is the right thing to do in given specific sets of circumstances, or more 
generally in recurrent ones. And, indeed, some current work by psychologists on 
the psychological basis of human morality, and its grounding in evolution, starts 
from the assumption that morality is nothing but a specific, widely shared, set of 
such intuitions about right and wrong.4 And some philosophers, too, in what 
they call experimental philosophy do surveys of ordinary people to see how they 
report their intuitions about various “scenarios,” drawing conclusions from the 
often surprising results about the contents and structural features of the “ordi-
nary morality” of perceived right and wrong actions.5 And there are many other 
types of theory too: “divine command” theories, and one based on so-called 
natural law, for example. one striking common point, though, for all these theo-

4See, e.g., Hauser, Moral Minds: How Nature Designed Our Universal Sense of Right and Wrong, also 
published in paperback under the title Moral Minds: The Nature of Right and Wrong. 

5Joshua Knobe, Shaun nichols, Jesse Prinz, and John Doris have done prominent work of this sort. 
on the severe limitations on experimental philosophy’s contribution to ethical theory, see Appiah, Ex
periments in Ethics. 
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ries is their principal focus on the question of right versus wrong action (not, as 
for the ancients, good versus bad character). contemporary theories concern, 
and offer different proposals about, which actions in given circumstances are 
right, and which wrong, and what the ultimate basis is for deciding that ques-
tion. in general, then, one can say that contemporary ethical theory (i.e., what is 
called “normative” ethics)6 concerns centrally and primarily right versus wrong 
actions, and how to explain and, perhaps, justify assigning this or that action to 
one or the other of those classifications. Ancient moral philosophy, by contrast, 
as i have said, starts from and focuses on goodness and badness of character: 
rightness and wrongness of action comes into ancient ethical theories, to the 
extent it does at all, as the expression, respectively, of good and bad character. 

nonetheless, as noted above, despite these differences between modern and 
ancient philosophy, and leaving aside the vast array of differing approaches to 
ethical questions in contemporary moral theory, as just summarized, ethics is 
and has always been one principal component of philosophy. That fact estab-
lishes the difference that i claimed above between philosophy as a subject of 
study and any of the other specializations offered in universities as undergradu-
ate majors and for graduate training. Whether one is trying to arrive at a satisfac-
tory result concerning the bases for deciding right and wrong, or thinking and 
learning about good human character, as grounded in judgments concerning 
what is valuable in life, moral philosophy deals with questions about how one 
(how anyone) ought to live. Since everyone has a life to live, this subject pro-
fesses to concern everyone, and not in some incidental way, or in some way that 
can be left to others (to experts) to see to. other subjects may and indeed do have 
much to teach that can have practical value, beyond whatever may be intrinsi-
cally interesting about the questions they take up and the ways in which they 
pursue them. But moral theory takes as its subject something that concerns ev-
eryone directly. (At least, it does so if it can return the investment of time and 
energy required.)7 Moral philosophy, and so philosophy taken altogether, does 
propose itself as having a different intellectual standing, in this respect, from 
other subjects of study. it is inherently a practical subject, at least in part, one 

6i set aside here “meta-ethics,” concerned with the analysis of moral language and the sociology and 
psychology of ethics, and other studies of ethics from the outside. 

7This does not mean that everyone, if rational, must or even ought to study moral philosophy: one 
might reject the idea that philosophy can achieve what it sets out to achieve, or not think it sufficiently 
worthwhile to spend time thinking about how to live, instead of just proceeding with doing it, in light of 
where one already stands in life at a time when the issue of how to live might arise. After all, life is short, 
while art—especially this art of living—is long. 
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that engages directly with universally applicable questions of how to live and 
what to do—whereas, it seems, none of the others has such a status of mandatory 
universal personal concern.8 

only in antiquity, however, did philosophy realize to the fullest extent all 
that moral philosophy’s combination of theory and practice might involve. 
nowadays, normative ethical theories, or normative political theories, attempt 
to tell us what we should do or not do, personally or politically, where questions 
of what we owe to one another simply by living in the world together arise (i.e., 
questions of moral right and wrong)—but only there. So contemporary philo-
sophical argument, analysis, and theory, of a highly intellectual and to some ex-
tent abstract kind, offers itself as guiding us to correct practical decisions and 
actions, telling us about certain actions or policies as right or wrong, and on that 
basis as to be done or enacted, or not. 

But beginning with Socrates, as i mentioned above, ancient philosophers 
made philosophy the, and the only authoritative, foundation and guide for the 
whole of human life, not just as to questions of right and wrong action—a lim-
ited part of anyone’s life.9 For these thinkers, only reason, and what reason could 
discover and establish as the truth, could be an ultimately acceptable basis on 
which to live a life—and for them philosophy is nothing more, but also nothing 
less, than the art or discipline that develops and perfects the human capacity of 
reason. no one can lead their life in a finally satisfactory way without philosophy 
and the understanding that ideally, anyhow—when finally successful and “com-
plete”—only philosophy can provide.10 And, to speak positively, when one does 
possess a completely grounded philosophical understanding of the full truth 
about how to live, by living one’s life through that understanding one achieves 
the finally and fully satisfactory life for a human being. in this way, for these an-
cient Greek philosophers, philosophy itself became a way of life. Socrates him-
self, in setting the pattern for all later thinkers in this tradition, made the activi-
ties of philosophizing (philosophical discussion and argument) central ones of 
that best life: so in this tradition philosophy was indeed a subject of study, with 
basic principles, and theories and arguments and analyses, and refutations of 
tempting but erroneous views, and so on. But the whole body of knowledge that, 
when finally worked out fully, would constitute the finished result of such philo-

8on “literature as a way of life,” see endnote 1. 
9For Socrates, and my reasons for regarding him as the philosopher who initiated the ambition to 

make philosophy a way of life, see chapter 2. 
10 on the special status of ancient skeptics within the Greek philosophical tradition, see endnote 2. 

http:provide.10
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sophical study, was also not only the best guide to living (by telling you how to 
live, and what to do or not do, in all aspects of life), but one’s full grasp of that 
knowledge was to be the very basis on which the best life would then be led. 
Philosophy was not merely to guide one’s life. one was to become a good person 
and live a good human life not as a mere result of philosophical study and by 
following its precepts; rather, precisely in and through one’s philosophical rea-
soning and understanding of the world, of what is valuable in life, and of what is 
not so valuable, one was supposed to structure one’s life continuously, as one led 
it, and to keep oneself motivated to live it. one was to live one’s life from, not 
just, as one could put it, in accordance with, one’s philosophy. your philosophy 
did not just guide your life, it steered your life directly, from its implanted posi-
tion in your mind and character. Philosophy would be the steersman of one’s 
whole life. My aim in this book is to explain and explore this ancient tradition of 
philosophy as a way of life, as it was founded by Socrates and as later thinkers, 
adopting Socrates’s ambitions for philosophy, successively applied and elabo-
rated his conception in their own individual ways. This tradition lasted unbro-
ken from Plato through to the eclipse of ancient pagan philosophizing and its 
ultimate replacement as a way of life in the Greek and roman world by the 
christian religion. 

Philosophy conceived as a way of life encompassed, if not for Socrates (for 
reasons special to him that i will explain in the next chapter), then for his succes-
sors, the whole subject, not only philosophy’s moral part. All the major thinkers 
in this tradition regarded the subject of philosophy in all its parts, and gave good 
reasons for so doing, as a completely integrated, mutually connected and sup-
porting, single body of knowledge. The “moral” part was not something separa-
ble and could not be fully comprehended except along with the philosophy of 
nature (including the theory of the divine), logic, the theory of knowledge, phi-
losophy of language, and, above all, metaphysics. So in our exploration in this 
book of the ancient Greek tradition of philosophy as a way of life, we will be oc-
cupied not only with ethical theories of Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics, epicurus, the 
ancient Pyrrhonian skeptics, and the Platonists of the imperial period, but also 
with their metaphysical theories and philosophy of nature, and, though less cen-
trally so, with their logic, epistemology, and philosophy of language, as well. We 
will need to grasp in each case the whole worldview proposed by each of these 
philosophies, as the context necessary to understand and fully ground what they 
propose about the best way of leading a human life. each of the ancient ethical 
theories simply expresses a particular moral outlook, on the basis of an all-
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encompassing, particular philosophical worldview—different for each of them, 
in important regards. each ethical theory presents a certain conception of the 
place and role in human life of the whole vast array of different sorts of goods 
and bads, or more generally of things of positive and negative value, that our 
nature as human beings makes available to us. Despite various points in com-
mon, the Platonist worldview differs from the Aristotelian, and both differ from 
the Stoic, from the epicurean, and from the Skeptic. And in each case the moral 
outlook expressed in the respective ethical theories derives in crucial ways from 
that worldview—and so, those differ correspondingly, too. For that reason, it is 
entirely appropriate to speak, as Socrates and others in this tradition did, of phi-
losophy, as they conceive of it, and not instead only moral philosophy or ethics, 
as proposing and constituting a way of life. 

it is not my intention to offer an account of the ways that later philosophy— 
medieval, early modern, nineteenth century, twentieth century, and contempo-
rary—differs from ancient philosophy in this regard, much less to attempt to 
explain such differences in historical or in substantive philosophical terms. That 
would require much knowledge that i do not possess. But it may help to set the 
ancient philosophical tradition in sharper focus if, before turning to further pre-
liminary remarks about it, i offer some brief, admittedly speculative comments 
on philosophy in these different other philosophical worlds. 

The late Pierre Hadot, distinguished French scholar of Plotinus and late an-
cient Platonism, has given a persuasive account of the transformation of philoso-
phy from a way of life into what it is today: no more than a subject of theoretical 
study. Hadot argued that this transformation actually began in a decisive way 
not within pagan philosophy itself, but rather with transformations during late 
ancient times within christianity—a major opponent of pagan philosophy at 
that time.11 For Hadot, the transformation in philosophy was completed, and 
the new, purely theoretical conception of philosophy firmly established, in the 
inclusion of philosophy in the medieval universities’ curriculum as just such a 
study. in his influential books published in english with the titles Philosophy as 
a Way of Life and What Is Ancient Philosophy?, and in the French articles and 
books from which these derive,12 Hadot explains how the new religion of the 
followers of Jesus christ, as it expanded to encompass Greeks and romans of all 

11 For further discussion of Hadot’s account see below, pp. 20–22. 
12 Hadot, Philosophy as a Way of Life presents a rearranged and expanded translation of Exercises spiri

tuels et philosophie antique, and in Hadot, What Is Ancient Philosophy? chase translates, with some correc-
tions by Hadot himself, Qu’est-ce que la philosophie antique? 
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classes, itself claimed also to be a philosophy—that is, a way of life grounded in a 
philosophical, but also religious, worldview. indeed, christianity claimed to be 
the one true and valid philosophy—all the pagan philosophies were rejected as 
inadequate and false.13 of course, the doctrinal content of this religion-cum-
philosophy, corresponding to the philosophical tenets of a straight or pure phi-
losophy (such as Plato’s or Aristotle’s), had its ultimate basis not, as with the 
pagan philosophies, in rational insight and reasoned argument, but in the chris-
tians’ holy scriptures. it did not derive, ultimately and completely, from philoso-
phy, allegedly giving the results of philosophical reason’s own judgments. none-
theless, if the new religion was to succeed in recruiting Greeks and romans of 
the educated classes, it had to equip itself, in claiming the title of a philosophy— 
the true one—with philosophical elaboration of its basic claims. 

increasingly in roman imperial times the revived Platonism of Plutarch, nu-
menius, Plotinus, and Plotinus’s successors, came simply to be Greek philoso-
phy: Aristotelianism, Stoicism, epicureanism, Skepticism simply ceased, or 
(with Stoicism and Aristotle’s philosophy) were absorbed into and reshaped as 
components of a comprehensive Platonism. And Platonist metaphysics, with its 
focus on a triple set of immaterial and intelligible world-creating divinities (the 
one, intellect, and Soul), was readily co-optable by christian thinkers for this 
purpose (even though the second and third gods were derived from and not co-
equal, even in what came to be the christian way, with the first).14 So, as Hadot 
shows, pagan philosophy did have a large, even in many ways decisive, role to 
play in the elaboration of christian theological doctrine in the early centuries of 
the new church, as well as later when Aristotle became the main intellectual 
authority in the Western church. But this role was a strictly subordinate one. 
Philosophy was recruited so as to aid in the explanation and working out of doc-
trines of the faith whose acceptance as true rested on their claim to have been 
authoritatively asserted in those scriptures as true. The christian way of life of 
later antiquity and medieval times was thus grounded in the scriptures, or any-
how in the authoritative interpretations and elaborations of them recognized 
officially by the hierarchical church. Thus, however much christianity in the 
early centuries claimed also to be a philosophy, the christian way of life was one 
of religious devotion and faithfulness in all aspects of one’s life to christ’s mes-

13 See Way of Life, esp. chaps. 4 and 11, and Ancient Philosophy?, chaps. 10–11 (where Hadot amends 
some of his former views: see p. 254, n. 3). 

14 The Platonist system was in formation already in the first century ce; it reached its (more or less) 
authoritative form with Plotinus (third century); on Plotinus see chapter 6. 

http:first).14
http:false.13
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sage of love. it was not a philosophical way of life, in the sense that the ways of 
life of the ancient Greek philosophies were—it was not a way of life grounded in 
philosophy, or rather, in reason (philosophical, argumentative, analytical, de-
ductive reason) itself. 

What then about philosophy, once christianity at last eclipsed its rival pagan 
system of thought and way of life, the late Platonist one? What could remain of 
philosophy—this pagan invention—within the christian community? Philoso-
phy had claimed to be reason’s authoritative cultivator and spokesman, but in the 
religion-dominated world of late antiquity it was deprived now of the pagan 
Greek philosophers’ further claim that reason is authoritative for all aspects of 
human life. Philosophy did survive, for example, as i mentioned, in the medieval 
universities, but only as a handmaiden of theology in the task of explicating and 
supporting scripture-grounded items of belief, and the corresponding way of 
life. As such, it could be only a body of argument, and in general a form of dis-
course, that could be studied for its theoretical and clarifying interest—and 
needed to be, if reason were to be given its due. But philosophy could have no 
direct practical value for life, but only this indirect one, in supporting the theol-
ogy and religiously sustained doctrine that gave life its direction. The christian 
way of life was anchored elsewhere than in philosophy, directly in the scriptures, 
accepted as divinely inspired. 

Hadot’s account, just summarized, does not claim to do justice to the many 
currents of philosophical thought between the end of paganism and the origins 
of modern philosophy in the renaissance.15 nonetheless, there seems no doubt 
that in its principal embodiments philosophy after antiquity, and ever since, is 
no longer widely conceived as a way of life. And Hadot’s account surely does 
properly highlight one central component in the explanation for this state of 
affairs. once, with the help of Platonist philosophy, christianity had refash-
ioned itself from a popular movement of the lower classes and became a formi-
dable intellectual force that could appeal to educated people, and once philoso-
phy became, in the Middle Ages, a purely theoretical study subordinated to 
religion, philosophy was surely unlikely to regain the status of an independent 
way of life so long as the christian religion was dominant, as it remained for 
several centuries after medieval times. An enormous expansion of philosophical 
work began as philosophy regained a tenuous autonomy in the renaissance, and 

15 Hadot acknowledges and sketches some countermovements, and counterconceptions, both in me-
dieval philosophy and in later times, in Ancient Philosophy?, chap. 11. 

http:renaissance.15
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continued as philosophy ceased to be located exclusively within universities dur-
ing the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Given the many currents of 
thought this expansion generated, such large-scale cultural generalizations as i 
have been indulging in become too hazardous even to embark upon, and of 
doubtful explanatory value in seeking further light on the fate of philosophy as a 
way of life during the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries. if one looks within phi-
losophy itself, however, that is, into the internal and substantive development of 
philosophical ideas over this time, one might be able to cast some useful light. to 
be sure, the very great complexity and the play of strongly contrasting, even con-
tradictory, ideas on fundamental principles that characterize modern philoso-
phy throughout its history leave room for important exceptions to any general-
ization one might hazard. Still, there are three closely connected points i wish to 
make here. 

First, the major ancient philosophers from Socrates onward, without excep-
tion, share one fundamental assumption that post-renaissance philosophy, con-
tinuing to the current day, came to reject. At any rate, even if some philosophers 
accept a version of this assumption, in modern and contemporary philosophy it 
does not figure as any sort of basic principle for ethical analysis, as it did for the 
ancients. Socrates’s philosophical quest, the essential forerunner in this regard of 
all later Greek philosophy, was founded on the assumption about human rea-
son—the power of inquiring into and recognizing truth as such—that it is also, 
psychologically speaking, a power of motivation for action.16 Those beings that 
possess this power are moved simply by it (or by themselves through that power) 
to seek to know, and to try to discover truths. Moreover, where these truths con-
cern what is good, or in general of value, for themselves, those who possess this 
power are moved by it to obtain and make value-directed use of things that they 
recognize in their own thinking, for reasons that they give to themselves implic-
itly or explicitly, to be good for them. They may make mistakes in their reasoning 
and come to hold something to be good for them that is not good in fact. But 
whatever the quality of their reasoning may be, reason, by its very nature, is, for 
all the Greek philosophers, such a motivating force in any human being’s life. As 

16 The “British moralists” Samuel clarke (d. 1729) and richard Price (d. 1791) in england, as well as 
Kant in Germany (d. 1804) and Thomas reid in Scotland (d. 1796), are among the modern philosophers 
who also assign motivational force to the deliverances of reason. So far as i am aware, however, none of 
them see Socrates, or the ancients in general, as their forerunners in this, nor do they, in the manner of the 
ancients as detailed below, connect this part of their theories of human motivation with both theories 
about the sole authority of philosophical reason for the establishment of truth in practical matters, and a 
conception of the overriding motivational power of philosophically grounded knowledge. 

http:action.16
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we will see in subsequent chapters, some of these philosophers, unlike Socrates, 
adopt analyses of human psychology that recognize other internal sources of 
motivation in the same sense—additional powers within the human psyche with 
which we can move ourselves toward action, independently from reason and 
even in opposition to the impulses generated by our own reasoned judgments of 
value. And all these philosophers are clear in recognizing that sometimes what 
one may hold, for reasons one takes as valid (rightly or wrongly), to be the best 
thing to do, is not what one actually does: various psychological mechanisms, 
depending on further details of their theories about the human psyche, are in-
voked to show how this possibility can be realized in a human life, and is depress-
ingly often realized in fact. We will explore these details of theory at many points 
in this book. For the moment we can leave such differences to one side, since 
they do not affect the general point, relating to this whole philosophical tradi-
tion, which i want to emphasize now: that for the whole tradition of Greek ethi-
cal philosophy the capacity for reasoning does have an inherent power of moving 
us to action. 

it is by adopting this assumption that the ancient philosophers are able to 
make plausible, and to work out, in their different theoretical constructions, 
their conceptions of philosophy as a way of life. For they all share a second fun-
damental view. They think that philosophy, in being the pursuit of wisdom and 
ultimate truth, is the intellectual accomplishment (in ancient terms the “art” or 
the form of knowledge)—the only one—whereby reason is made perfect.17 As 
such, it is the final and sole authority as to what really is true. Accordingly, given 
the motivational force belonging to reason, once those who pursue philosophy 
have perfected their power of reason by coming to possess a reasoned, articulated 
philosophical understanding of, among other things, everything of value in a 
human life, they will be moved, simply by that knowledge, toward living in such 
a way as to realize in their life that correct scheme of values. But merely being 
motivated to live in a certain way, and being motivated for that by one’s philo-
sophical knowledge of values, is not sufficient to make one’s philosophy one’s 

17 As often, it is the Stoics who officially formulate this idea, basic to the whole Socratic tradition of 
ancient philosophy during the classical and later periods. clement of Alexandria, a second to third cen-
tury ce christian opponent of pagan philosophy, quotes the following Stoic definitional account of 
philosophy: it is “the devoted practice of correctness in reasoning” (ἐπιτήδευσις λόγου ὀρθότητος) (see J. 
von Arnim, Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta, vol. 3, fragment 293). The same definition occurs again in a text 
preserved on a papyrus from Herculaneum that von Arnim argued (“Über einen Stoischen Papyrus”) 
might be due to chrysippus himself (vol. 2.131, p. 41, lines 27–29). (Hereafter i cite the von Arnim collec-
tion with the abbreviation SVF.) 

http:perfect.17
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actual way of life. it must not merely provide an authoritative guide for it that 
might nonetheless not always be followed. if one’s philosophy is to be lived, it 
must function, as i put it above, as precisely that from, as well as on, which one 
lives. By this i mean that one’s philosophical thought or understanding must on 
its own, and directly, provide the motivation (or an essential and indispensable 
part of it) on which one actually lives one’s life in just the way that one does. 
Hence, if one’s philosophy is to be one’s way of life, those who possess the full 
knowledge that philosophy promises must be moved simply by having that 
knowledge and through its power (or rather, through the power of their reason 
so equipped) to live consistently on its basis. Thereby, the ancients think, they 
will achieve the human good.18 This achievement is due to philosophy itself, and, 
indeed, for the ancients, it is unachievable without philosophy.19 

We are thus led to recognize a third basic principle that i believe the Greek 
philosophers shared—and one to which, again, as i will suggest below, modern 
and contemporary philosophers do not subscribe. The character Socrates in 
Plato’s dialogue Protagoras asserts this principle when he speaks of the psycho-
logically decisive power of knowledge. in his extended debate with Protagoras 
over the possibility of acting against one’s better judgment, Socrates lays out his 
own position on one crucial aspect of this issue: “[K]nowledge,” he says, “is a fine 
thing, capable of ruling a person, and if someone were to know what is good and 
bad, then he would not be forced by anything to act otherwise than knowledge 
dictates.”20 A little later in the dialogue Socrates says of this knowledge that “by 

18 As chrysippus, the greatest theorist among the Stoics, said, the “goal of philosophy is living in 
agreement with nature” (ὁμολογουμένως τῇ φύσει ζῆν), which is to say “happily,” since this phrase expresses 
the Stoic principle that the human highest good or happiness consists in living consistently throughout 
one’s adult life in just that way (SVF 3.5). (We will examine below, in chapter 4, how this formulation is 
to be understood.) The consequence is that for the Stoics, and indeed for the whole of this tradition, 
philosophy itself has as its inherent and definitory aim to achieve for us the highest human good, or 
happiness. 

19 it is this strong commitment of the ancient philosophers to the claim that philosophy itself is not 
only necessary for the full possession of the human virtues, and through that for happiness, but also suf-
ficient for virtue and happiness, that most sharply marks ancient philosophy off from modern and con-
temporary philosophy. Perhaps as inheritors of the christian idea that all human beings are equally chil-
dren of God, the canonical philosophers of our modern tradition all hold that the knowledge necessary 
for a morally good life (one in which, as for Kant, one is at least deserving of happiness) is available to all 
of us, without any elitist philosophical study being at all necessary. And, as for sufficiency for happiness, 
as just indicated, not only Kant but the basic thrust of the whole modern tradition are strongly against any 
such idea. These commitments survive in the contemporary context, though for the most part without 
any close tie to ideas derived from christianity. 

20 Protagoras 352c. (Strictly speaking, Socrates does not assert, but rather asks Protagoras whether he 
accepts, this view—but he goes on to confirm explicitly the impression he gives here that this is his own 
view, too.) 

http:philosophy.19
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showing us the truth, it would give us peace of mind firmly rooted in the truth 
and would save our life.”21 So we can give this Socratic principle of the power of 
knowledge the alternative and equivalent title of the power of truth—that is, the 
power that possessing the truth through knowledge gives a person, with the ef-
fect that he or she is completely safe from ever doing any wrong thing, and there-
fore inevitably lives a completely secure, consistently and thoroughly good life. 
now, in Socrates’s case, this principle is accompanied by a number of specific 
further philosophical views, some of them peculiar to him within ancient phi-
losophy and in any event by no means shared by all his successors. yet, as we will 
see in subsequent chapters of this book, all these successors show themselves, 
upon examination of their philosophies, to adhere to some version or other of 
this principle of the power of truth and knowledge, one framed in terms of their 
own detailed, overall philosophy. 

it follows from Socrates’s commitment to the power of truth that he thinks 
there is only one set of philosophical views that, constituting knowledge, will 
save our lives. other views of other philosophers definitely will not save anyone, 
he must think; any other philosophy will not possess this power, since power 
belongs not to views or opinions as such about what is good and bad, but only to 
knowledge and truth. it may even be that Socrates, and his successors, might 
hold that if one’s philosophical views do not constitute, or are not fully grounded 
in, the truth, then there is no guarantee at all that one will live fully in accord 
with them, or, as i have put it, from them. The weakness of one’s views, in terms 
of falsehood or philosophical inadequacy, might render them such that no one 
could stick to them, no one could fail to waver in their commitment, and to 
harbor doubts that might rise up on occasion to prevent them from living fully 
and consistently from that philosophy. on the other hand, each of our philoso-
phers, and all the full adherents of their philosophies, hold that their philosophi-
cal views do rest upon and do express the truth. even if they may be mistaken 
(and at least some of them must be, since these philosophies are in conflict at 
many points), they are fully entitled to adopt and put forward their philoso-
phies, in light of the fully articulated and defended analyses and arguments on 
which they rest them, as being fully grounded in reason. So they can hold that by 
living from the Stoic, or the epicurean, or the Platonist or Aristotelian philoso-
phy, they are living the life of perfected reason—and so are living happy and 
completely and unassailably good lives. 

21 Protagoras 356e. on these Socratic ideas, see further section 2.2. 
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i suggest that modern philosophy and contemporary philosophy lack the an-
cient conception of philosophy as a way of life because these three large-scale, 
interconnected assumptions of the ancients have not been part of the accepted 
intellectual landscape for philosophical inquiry at any time since the renais-
sance (nor, for that matter, in medieval philosophy). The ancients assume a 
seamless connection between philosophical views, or in general philosophical 
convictions, about what is good and bad for a human being, and the actions—as 
well as the life made up of those actions—of anyone who holds those views. The 
classical philosophers of the modern tradition, and also contemporary philoso-
phy, have developed theories of human motivation that greatly complicate any 
connection there might be between one’s philosophical views on life and how it 
is best led, or on what is right and wrong to do, and one’s actual way of living and 
one’s actions. The result is that even if moral philosophy in modern and contem-
porary terms could be taken to present itself as a guide to a good life and to right 
action, by working out theories about these matters and presenting them as true, 
and therefore to be followed, there remains a psychological gap to be bridged. 
The question remains how to link these philosophical views to whatever it is in 
one’s psyche from which actual felt preferences and actual decision making de-
rive. Philosophy alone—reasoned understanding of practical truths—does not 
suffice, in the modern and contemporary philosophical climate, as it did in the 
ancient one. 

to this one could add that philosophers in antiquity, after Socrates, as i have 
emphasized, were able to conceive and present the whole of their philosophies, 
and not merely some separate ethical part, as not only guides to life but ideas 
from which a life might be led, by contributing in some important way to what 
motivatingly steers it. As i have said, the ancient philosophies insisted on the 
complete unification and interlocking, mutually self-supporting, character of 
ethics, physics, and dialectic (or however else one might divide up the totality of 
philosophical discourse). That, too, is a feature of ancient philosophy that is 
lacking, certainly, in contemporary philosophy, and arguably in most of post-
renaissance philosophy through the nineteenth century as well.22 nowadays 

22 Here too there are exceptions: certainly both Spinoza and Kant have a strongly unified set of views 
linking their moral philosophies very closely to their theories of metaphysics and epistemology, and poli-
tics too. Descartes, as well, and even John Stuart Mill, not to mention Hegel, are strongly systematic 
thinkers whose views across the whole spectrum of philosophical topics form a unity. others could be 
mentioned, also. nonetheless, with the sole exception of Spinoza, it seems that for all these thinkers their 
moral philosophies were meant to stand on their own, in the sense that you could fully comprehend their 
first principles as well as the conclusions drawn from them without venturing into metaphysical or other 
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people work on logic or metaphysics or epistemology or philosophy of language, 
taking up the questions that interest them in isolation, or at any rate with no 
concern to integrate their answers to them with answers to a full range of other 
contemporarily pressing philosophical issues. one can hold interesting and en-
gaging views on the metaphysics of personal identity or the metaphysical analy-
sis of physical objects, or adopt a fallibilist epistemological analysis and, again, a 
Humean theory of motivation, without seeing any necessary connections among 
any of these, or any significant consequences for normative ethics. or so it ap-
pears to me, from where i sit and work as a philosopher concerned to understand 
the history of ancient philosophy. Hence, even if moral philosophy nowadays 
might be approached and presented as offering guidance for life, one cannot 
think of philosophy as a whole as having even that function. Most of philosophy 
today is truly an exclusively theoretical discourse, with no direct connections to 
the conduct of one’s life.23 

What then is someone to do who comes to academic, seriously argumentative 
philosophy with the idea that it is a uniquely vital subject, one that, if one suc-
ceeds in it, will alter one’s life directly for the better? There seems to be no viable 
alternative except to study ancient philosophy—or rather, the ancient philoso-
phies, in the plural—in the spirit in which they were written, that is, with a view 
to one’s own self-improvement. As for those governing philosophical assump-
tions that, as i have suggested, made ancient philosophy conceived as a way of 
life possible, maybe they are actually true, even though they are not made part of 
contemporary approaches to ethics. Many considerations favor them, all empha-
sized by philosophers in the ancient tradition, and these may still have some 
force with us, if we consider the matter carefully. At any rate, they may be plau-
sible enough to encourage someone brought up in our modern intellectual mi-
lieu to follow out, and weigh for the constitution of one’s own life, the varied 
philosophical theories, in all areas of philosophy, that the ancient philosophers 
constructed on the basis of them. As i turn now to make some further prelimi-
nary remarks about how we should understand ancient philosophies as ways of 
life, and in subsequent chapters, that is what i invite the reader to do. 

areas of their thought. For the ancients, as i argue below, the connection from moral theory to metaphys-
ics and physical theory, as well as logic and epistemology, was such that one cannot fully grasp either its 
first principles or conclusions in separation from these other subjects. 

23 i should emphasize that i am speaking here of recent and contemporary philosophy. in the tradition 
of modern philosophy one could see Spinoza as a philosopher who like the ancients presented his work as 
something to be lived as well as grasped intellectually, or lived when and because it was understood intel-
lectually; it was not something purely theoretical. 
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1.2. What It Means to Live a Philosophy 

in speaking of ancient philosophy i have been assuming that for the ancients 
with whom i am concerned, exactly as with us, the essential core of philosophy is 
a certain, specifically and recognizably philosophical, style of logical, reasoned 
argument and analysis. Anyone who has read any philosophy at all is familiar 
with this style, whether it takes the form we find in the question-and-answer dia-
lectic of the character Socrates in Plato’s Socratic dialogues, or in the medieval 
disputation, or in Hegel’s elaborations of his system of Absolute idealism, or, 
again, in the writings of a contemporary analytic philosopher. The idea of phi-
losophy as constituted essentially by devotion to rigorous, sensitively logical and 
disciplined thought, in pursuit of a philosophically grounded, ultimate truth 
about the world and our place in it, goes back, in fact, to Plato.24 And Plato, in 
his dramatic presentations of Socratic thought, holds Socrates up as its devoted 
exemplar. This is not to say that there were no philosophers, in this Platonic 
sense, before Socrates (one may think of Parmenides, or Heraclitus, or Anaxago-
ras and empedocles as instances). But, if we follow Aristotle, who characterizes 
all the “early” philosophers as “lisping” in their thinking, we can think of these 
predecessors of Socrates as saying things without paying serious enough atten-
tion to what the things they say mean, to the philosophical implications and 
bearings of what they seem to announce as philosophical theses of theirs, so as 
even to make coherent sense—as Aristotle thinks philosophers beginning with 
Socrates and Plato all tried to do quite self-consciously.25 

in considering the ancient view of philosophy as a way of life, we must bear 
constantly in mind what this thing, philosophy, on which one is to hang one’s 
life, is supposed to be. one must take with utmost seriousness that what the an-
cient philosophers, following Socrates’s innovative lead, are proposing is that we 
live our lives from some set of argued through, rationally worked out, rationally 
grasped, and rationally defended, reasoned ideas about the world and one’s own 
place within it. They propose that we live from these ideas precisely on the basis 
of just that reasoned understanding. A philosophical way of life is therefore in 
fundamental ways quite a different thing from any religious way of life. This is so 
whether we take as our paradigm of religion contemporary christianity and 
other contemporary religions, or the ancient civic religion of classical Greece, 

24on Plato as origin of this restricted conception of “philosophy” (φιλοσοφία), see endnote 3. 
25 See Aristotle, Metaphysics i, 985a2–10 and 993a15–25. on early philosophy’s “lisping” see cooper, 

“Metaphysics A 10: conclusion—and retrospect,” pp. 15–18. 

http:self-consciously.25
http:Plato.24
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whether we think of it as enriched with mystery cults or not. The key here is the 
idea of reason—an idea, if not quite introduced, then purified by philosophical 
inquiry beginning in pre-Socratic times, and crystallized in the work of Socrates 
and Plato. to live a life of philosophy is to live committed to following philo-
sophical reason wherever it may lead. The promise is that by doing so—but only 
by doing so—one will achieve the best possible human life. But, given what rea-
son—philosophical reason—is, this promise can be made good only through 
one’s own deep and complete understanding of the reasons why the way one is 
living is best.26 in leading such a life you cannot, as in leading their lives from re-
ligious conviction people can and do, accept what any text that you regard as 
authoritative tells you about how to live, just because you regard it as sacred. That 
is so even if you think you have excellent reasons for assigning authority to that 
text, or to that tradition if tradition takes the place for you of a text. if you follow 
a text at all it is because of your independent rational assessment of the truth of 
what it recommends. you must understand everything for yourself. A mere feel-
ing of conviction that some way of living is the right one, induced for example 
through prayer or through a sense of having a personal relationship with a higher 
than human power, will not do. These characteristics of a religious way of life— 
living on the basis of a sacred text or tradition, validation through an intense 
personal feeling—distinguish that way of life from the philosophical one. 

to be a philosopher in this ancient tradition, then, is to be fundamentally 
committed to the use of one’s own capacity for reasoning in living one’s life: the 
philosophical life is essentially simply a life led on that basis. This is the basic 
commitment that every true and full philosopher made in adopting philoso-
phy—in choosing to be a philosopher—whatever ancient school they belonged 
to. Pierre Hadot, whose writings on ancient philosophy as a way of life are fun-
damental reading on this subject, speaks of an “existential option” as needed 
when anyone becomes personally aligned with the doctrines of any specific 
school.27 But that is incorrect. Any specific philosophical views and orientations 

26i speak here of the views of the “mainline” philosophies (of Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics, and 
Plotinus and his successor late Platonists): epicurus and the Pyrrhonian skeptics (see chapter 5), in their 
different ways, do not require so extensive a grasp of the reasons why the epicurean or skeptic way of life 
is the best. nonetheless epicureans and skeptics lead their life on what they present to themselves as a ra
tionally worked out grasp of the truth about human nature and human values, or, in the skeptic’s case, on 
an appropriately qualified commitment to such reasoning. 

27 on “existential choices” or “options” see Hadot, Ancient Philosophy?, pp. 102, 103, 129, 132, 176, etc. 
Hadot begins to use this terminology only with his chapter on “The Hellenistic Schools,” but he makes it 
clear from the first occasion (p. 102) that he thinks that Socratic philosophizing, and Plato’s and Aristot-
le’s schools too, were characterized by such a fundamental option or choice. However, there is no reason 

http:school.27
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that might characterize an ancient philosopher (as a Platonist or Aristotelian, or 
Stoic or epicurean or Pyrrhonian skeptic) do not result from anything “existen-
tial.” They result simply from coming to accept different ideas, all of them sup-
ported by philosophical reasoning in pursuit of the truth, that these philosophi-
cal schools might put forward about what, if one does use one’s powers of 
reasoning fully and correctly, one must hold about values and actions. one’s “op-
tion” for any one of these philosophies in particular, far-reaching as the conse-
quences might be for one’s way of life, does not deserve to be called an “existen-
tial” one. The only existential option involved is the basic commitment to being 
a philosopher, to living on the basis of philosophical reason. The choice to be an 
epicurean, or a Stoic, for example, depends—certainly, by the standards of these 
philosophical movements themselves, it ought to depend—on rational argu-
ments in favor of the fundamental principles of the philosophical school in ques-
tion. it is crucial for a correct understanding of what ancient philosophy is, or 
was, that one sees the central force of the fundamental commitment to living a 
life on the basis of philosophical reason. it is this that set philosophers off as a 
single group from the rest of the population. 

Pagan Greek philosophy was continuously practiced for a very long time, of 
course—more than a thousand years. Philosophy itself, as well as the rest of an-
cient culture, underwent progressive changes over these centuries, many of them 
momentous in their proportions. We will see, however, in investigating the 
major ancient philosophies in subsequent chapters of this book, that the pagan 
philosophers remained committed to this central idea of philosophical reason, 
and to its power to generate and shape the best possible life for a human being. 
only in late antiquity—long after the heyday of Greek philosophy, in classical 
and Hellenistic times (fifth to mid-first centuries Bce)—did the way of life of 
philosophy begin to share the features of a religious way of life that i have just 
drawn attention to. This is only one part of what Hadot has incisively and illumi-
natingly described as the progressive mutual contamination of pagan philosophy 
and the christian religion, beginning roughly in the second century ce.28 one 
aspect of this contamination is the presence in late ancient philosophy and reli-

to think any ancient philosopher made a choice first to be a Stoic and live a Stoic life, or any other specific 
philosophical life. For one thing, many of them studied at more than one of the Athenian schools, simul-
taneously or in sequence, before finally settling in one philosophical milieu or another. First came the 
decision to live a philosophical life (perhaps, of course, under the influence of the attractions of some 
particular version of it)—to live according to reason. even if at the same time one decided to live as a Stoic 
or an epicurean or a Platonist, that specific choice is logically subsequent. 

28See “La fin du paganisme,” in his Études de philosophie ancienne, pp. 341–74, esp. pp. 369ff. 
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gion—indeed the very conception—of those “spiritual exercises” that loom so 
large and strikingly in Hadot’s own account of ancient philosophy as a way of 
life, and which he claims belonged to it from the beginning, in Parmenides and 
other philosophers before even the time of Socrates, and which allow him to as-
similate it to Michel Foucault’s ideas about “the care of the self.” The earliest evi-
dence Hadot can cite in ancient philosophy for the presence of such exercises— 
his name for them seems to derive from St. ignatius Loyola’s sixteenth century 
handbook Exercitia Spiritualia, urging meditations on sin and on christ’s life 
and passion for the sake of one’s spiritual improvement as a christian—is in Sen-
eca, in the first century ce.29 in one passage of his On Anger Seneca cites the 
nightly practice of self-examination on one’s day’s behavior as something partic-
ular to a certain Sextius, a now-obscure roman teacher of philosophy at rome 
in the reign of Augustus. This citation is evidence of the novelty of such a prac-
tice at Seneca’s time. So even if Seneca does refer to the daily bedtime examina-
tion of conscience with approval, saying that he adopts it himself, the passage 
counts not in favor of, but against, Hadot’s idea that such practices (or any asso-
ciated one of “spiritual strengthening”) were common or standard even in the 
Hellenistic schools, much less in ancient philosophy as a whole, from Socrates’s 
time or even earlier.30 

Moreover, one of the new features of life in late ancient times to which Hadot 
points, as making possible the contamination of which he speaks, is what he calls 
a “psychological phenomenon” increasingly widespread among intellectuals of 
all stripes from perhaps the second century onward, as christianity spread from 
its original home among uneducated Jews to the upper classes everywhere both 
in the Greek-speaking east and in rome and the Latin West. This is a new con-
ception of one’s individual self-consciousness—the “i” at the center of one’s ex-
periences that people began to worry about—as constituting in some way one’s 
very self, the person that one is, the subject of one’s actions. Long before this con-
ception began to show itself, the earlier ancient philosophers had well-developed 
conceptions of individual persons, with “selves” as the object of their fundamen-
tal and regulatory practical concern. The way of life of philosophy for these ear-
lier, as well as all later, ancient philosophies was a life for individuals, conceiving 
themselves as such, and seeking the best life possible for themselves individually, 
as embedded in a rich and full physical and social life. in fact, a self might, as for 

29 For more on Hadot’s ideas about “spiritual exercises,” see endnote 4. 
30 For a discussion of “spiritual exercises” versus philosophy as ways of self-transformation, see end-

note 5. 

http:earlier.30
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the Stoics, be a mind and nothing but—but such a mind was conceived unprob-
lematically as part of the natural world. in short, no philosopher until the late 
Platonists conceived of a person’s bare consciousness—the “i” at its center—as 
such a self, as the object of fundamental concern, the thing whose life was in 
question when one sought to live the best life possible for oneself. And in con-
ceiving of consciousness in this way these philosophers were integrating into the 
philosophical tradition to which they belonged—the pagan one, deriving from 
Plato—an idea about the self that lay at the base also of christianity, as it became 
transformed from a local Jewish cult in the late first century ce into a world re-
ligion by the end of antiquity. (We will consider in chapter 6 the intricate maneu-
vers of interpretation by which Plotinus was able to find this conception already 
fully present in Plato’s works, especially or most prominently, for Plotinus, in the 
Phaedo.) 

Hadot acutely describes how this new understanding of the self carried with 
it a psychological crisis that characterized this whole epoch—a “spiritual ten-
sion, an anxiety,” even a “nervous depression.”31 What is the origin of this myste-
rious thing, this “i” of consciousness, itself no part of the natural world, the 
world we learn about in significant measure through the use of our senses? 
Where did it come from? What is its destiny? That is to say, what is one’s own 
origin and destiny? Thus arose, for those who became christians as well as for 
those who became Platonists, not only an anxious concern about our origin and 
ultimate destiny, but a deep-seated feeling of not belonging to the natural world, 
not being at home in it, of being an alien interloper. And this led to an intense 
need to find personal salvation—not the saving of our lives that Socrates speaks 
of in the passage of the Protagoras i have cited, which we achieve by ensuring that 
we live and act well, but the salvation of our very selves, first of all, from the in-
tolerable anxiety caused in us by this way of conceiving who or what we are. 
christianity offered one resolution, Platonism another. i will explore these issues 
further in chapter 6. 

For now, it is enough to say that along with the rapprochement of these two 
spiritual rivals went a change in the way the life of philosophy itself came to be 
conceived. The sharp separation ceased between, on the one hand, the life of 
philosophy as grounded in an individual’s personal grasp, through fully articu-
lated reasoning and argument, of the true reasons why a certain way of life was 
best, and, on the other hand, a religious life grounded in sacred texts and vali-

31 See “Fin,” 346ff. 
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Chapter 1 

dated through intense feelings of conviction generated in prayer or in the sense 
of having a personal relationship to a higher power. Those nonrational practices 
that Hadot describes as “spiritual exercises”—meditation, self-exhortation, mem-
orization, and recitation to oneself of bits of sacred text, causing in oneself de-
voted prayerful or prayer-like states of consciousness and mystical moments— 
had, and could have, at most a secondary and very derivative function in the 
philosophical life during the heyday of ancient philosophy. The promise of a 
happy, fully good life that philosophy held out required not only the achieve-
ment of that full personal understanding but the use of it as the ultimate basis 
from which all the actions of one’s life themselves directly derived. But once the 
late Platonist philosophers adopted this conception of a human consciousness as 
a self, an “i,” and conceived of that as what our life derives from, nothing was 
easier than to suppose that, in order to improve oneself and so one’s life, what 
one really needed to do—more than to improve one’s grasp on reasons for act-
ing—was to turn inward, to focus on and attempt to purify, and thereby 
strengthen, that consciousness. So spiritual exercises came to occupy a more cen-
tral place in the way of life of philosophy. 

Accordingly, in the successive chapters of this book, as i discuss the Socratic, 
Aristotelian, Stoic, epicurean, and Pyrrhonian skeptic ways of life, i will leave 
aside altogether any consideration of spiritual exercises as forming part of those 
lives. (it is in fact only in the epicurean life that anything of that kind has a place, 
and that is for reasons deriving from specific philosophical views of epicurus, 
primarily his empiricist account of what knowledge and understanding requires 
and is.)32 i limit myself to examining those philosophies as philosophies, that is, 
as systems of philosophical thought. only when i come, in the last chapter, to the 
philosophy of Plotinus will i, in addition to examining it as such a system of 
thought, make room for any consideration of the spiritual exercises that are so 
emphasized in Hadot’s conception of ancient philosophy. even with Plotinus it 
will be crucial to see that and how specific philosophical theories he adopts, ex-
plaining and arguing philosophically for them, make it possible for such exercises 
to become central or essential parts of the Platonist philosophical life. if his Pla-
tonist successors, of the fourth through sixth centuries (iamblichus and Proclus 
and their successors), import into philosophy and into the philosophical life fur-
ther aspects of late ancient christian and pagan religion, that is further evidence 
of the contamination of philosophy by religion of which Hadot speaks. By their 

32See section 5.4. 
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time, the assimilation of philosophy to religion, and of the christian religion to 
philosophy, is reaching its final point—the total extinction of philosophy as an 
independent force in the life of late antiquity. once pagan philosophy has trans-
formed itself in these ways into something not easily distinguishable from a reli-
gion, it no longer has a reason to exist as an alternative to christianity. 




